
The Lid Cooler



Introduction to the Problem
Our problem is Lunch can get hot in the sun and we invented a lid that can cool 
it down.  About my Invention

I built a fan to keep lunch cool at school. 
And we also built a tarp for the lunch wagon. 
The motor  broke but we fixed it. We had a metal 
Strip connected  to the battery and the motor 
And the blade did spin now we have a working
fan.

What I needed and what my 
Plan was    what i needed to fix was that the 

Lunch at school gets hot so I built a fan.I was planing 
To make it out of paper but i changed it to sticks I
Was going to make something you have to spin 
To make it spin but i got a motor and built a tarp
For the lunch wagon.My invention is for lunch
They can use my lunch in the wagon.  



Research

About Thomas Edison the light bulb took a long time to get right and the Recorder took a long time too cause the light 
bulb has to turn on and make light it seems easy but it's not the Recorder took a long time to record voices. don't be 
mad if you fail it's hard mistakes make you a better inventor and you know what you mist you you learn  From your 
mistakes failures are important to learn.  I'm sure famous inventors failed too. The battery you always  took a long time 
to.       
According to the text they used different wheels, 
Petals,and made the seats more comfy,they made bikes  More fast over time too. That is how they improved the 
bike.They made bikes have big 
Wheels and they put more wheels.Based on what i read they improved bikes over time bikes always Had wheels.   

What I learned about how to operate the fan is First I switch on the switch electricity flow through the wires and goes 
to the motor and the motor goes to spin.

What i learned was you  can make any thing with just patient and work hard . If you believe in yourself  you can do it. 



Design
We used duck tape cardboard metal cans 2 
motors 2 fans and 4 metal flat can and 2 battery 
holders and 4 battery. And a lunch wagon 
Scissors wires hot glue cardboard strip.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           

Procedure
Step 1, draw our design, measure and cut the 
cardboard to the correct size
Step 2 fit it to the wagon
Step 3 test out design, make improvements and 
test again



Prototype 1

We built a lid.And we built it out of tape and

The only problem was it kept falling off the 
top of the wagon. Also it was not cooling it 
down

Time 5m 10m 15m 20m

Temperature 61’F 61’F 61’F 61’F



Prototype 2
In the Cardboard we had little holes for the 
fan .

 It was pretty good. We did add the fan we 
That that 

was it but we Had a couple more more ideas 
to make it better

Time 5m 10m 15m 20m

Temperature 61’F 61’F 60’F 59’F



Prototype 3

In prototype 3 we added the side clamps to make sure it did not fall off.  We also 
added 

a snack can so people can put there snacks there.

We also put something to hold the top on so it did not fall off. 

Time 5m 10m 15m 20m

Temperature 61’F 60’F 60’F 57’F



Classmate Feedback

Asher: I think it's a very creative  and a very good idea.
Daniel: I think itś nice and great idea.
Dylan :I likes it. It keeps lunches cool.
Levi: I do not likes it it makes lunch way to cool.
Jacob: It´s good because it keeps food.
Carley: Good invention.
Emila :Its hard to get the lunch out.



Results

Lunch can get hot in the sun so we invented a lid that can keep the sun out and 
cool the air in side this is how it’s works,the lid keeps the sunlight out there’s fan 
hanging  from the top of the lid once we turn it on it moves the air.Also there’s an 
ice pack on the bottom of the lunch wagon. And the lid is on top of the lunch 
wagon. Our prototype 3 did keep the lunches cool and made the inside of the 
wagon the coolest. Most students did like the invention and they noticed it did 
cool down our lunches and when we tested with the thermometer it cooled them 
off.



Conclusion/Discussion

In the future we would like to make one of these for all the lunch wagons at 
school.
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